
Nuclear Physics, exercise set 1, autumn 2017,
To be returned on Tuesday Sept. 12 and discussed on Thursday Sept. 14 at two
o’clockish.
This is the address which I (JN) find to put the lectures, problems and possible
auxiliary material in:
http://www.courses.physics.helsinki.fi/fys/nucphys/

1. Consider a proton in a spherical ”particle-in-the-box”potential

V (r) =

{
0, r < R

∞, r > R ,
.

Calculate the four lowest energies assuming R = 5 fm. Could a spin-orbit
force ∝ s · l matter in any of the corresponding states?

2. Assuming that the charge distribution of a nucleus (Z, N, A) is a uniform
sphere of radius R, show that the Coulomb potential is
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4πϵ0R
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, when r < R ,

and V (r) = Ze/4πϵ0r otherwise.

Thus show that the energy shift of electrons in the (hydrogen-like) ground
state is as will be given in the lectures. Make arguments that the corrections
with l ̸= 0 are negligible.

3. It is easy to show (using the definition of an angular momentum by the
commutation relation between its components [Li, Lj] = ih̄ϵijkLk) that the
sum of two angular momenta J = J1+J2 is also an angular momentum. But
is the difference J = J1 − J2 also an angular momentum? (To avoid index
cluttering it may be convenient to use the notation L and S rather than Ji.)

4. Expand the plane wave eik·r = 4π
∑

lm il Y ∗
lm (k̂)Ylm(r̂) of a particle with spin

one in terms of partial waves so that each partial wave is a coupled angular
momentum state |(LS)JM⟩, which as a wave function could be described
as Y(LS)JM(r̂), the Clebsch-Gordan coupling between the spherical harmonic
and the spin state. As normal for incident scattering states, you can assume
that the z-axis is chosen parallel to k with the ensuing simplification Ylm(ẑ) =√
(2l + 1)/4π δm0 Pl(1), where Pl is the Legendre polynomial of rank l. (I.e.

the incident particles move in the direction of the z-axis.)

The Clebsches for spin one are given in the ”List of useful relations”, p. 519.
Try at least the shortest and easiest case (total) M = 0. You can check your
result against analogous distorted wave functions taken from the case of two
nucleons (where the total spin can be 0 or 1).


